J. Sargeant Reynolds Community College
Course Content Summary

Course Prefix and Number: INT 195

Credits: 1

Course Title: VQAS Written Assessment Prep

Course Description (including lecture hours, lab hours, total contacts)
Covers the contents of the Virginia Quality Assurance Screening (VQAS) written exam, which includes role and function of the ASL-English interpreter, knowledge and application of the RID code of ethics, and knowledge and application of applicable state and federal laws. Prerequisite: placement for ENG 111 or program head permission. Lecture 1 hour per week.

General Course Purpose
This course is designed to prepare students to successfully complete the VQAS written exam.

Course Prerequisites/Corequisites (Entry-level competencies required for enrollment)
Placement for ENG 111 or program head permission.

Course Objectives (Each item should complete the following sentence.)
Upon completing the course, the student will be able to:

1) Define and discuss the role of the ASL-English interpreter;
2) Apply critical thinking to an ethical scenarios an ASL-English interpreter; and,
3) Summarize state and federal laws commonly encountered by the ASL-English interpreter.

Major Topics to be Included
- Virginia Quality Assurance Screening
- Legislation regarding the ASL-English interpreter
- The role of the ASL-English interpreter
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